
bear Friends,

will be a btw of monitors, 2 rows on top of each other, 4 monitors each.

This brings the following

	

^y instrsctione:

ofd stand crowd, the bight should be the eye level of a standing person.

would not dninate the matrix. Its color should be neutral as well.

S01*& fat' W"

Here are some notes on the installation. Be think that the best configuration far your

If this is a seating area, dare people walk in and sit on chairs or ' endhes, then the horizontal division

between the MW MW lower monitors should be at eye level of a seated person. If the area is to walk inI

Since there are monitors stacked on top of each other, we should be concioes of securing the top row.;'

Or infest is to maintain toes s allest possible distance between the screens, vertically and horizontally.

t construction design should be awe of that and furthermore, the construction should be light, so it

The construction itself may range from simple wooden stands (of the width of the monitor) to a light ental

construction. There are numerous sugestions in industrial exhibiting catalogs.

The depth of the shelves does not have to correspond to the full depth of the monitors, their standing

platform is usually quite narrow and should be asnitered to the monitors' -mgpilibrivm.

Tell me if it presents a problem. Also, please remember that any configuration of recorder/player (not

neecesmarily a editor), with 'video input", will provide syndwwicity, elirdnatiq_the need for the sync,

Almo, let ma know (telex) that model the monitors mrs, so I can think further about carwtrwcting'the ifta sEiah.

--~ The nmaber of y telex is 2969x6 IRE UR

Sincerely, Yoody
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Dear Mr . Vasulka :

12 . M-arz 1-996
Ursula Fxohne

I just spoke to Steina Vasulka about the intended purchase
of "oorealis" for the collection of the ZKM . Mrs . Vasulka
agreed to an arrangement that a contract about the condi-
tions will be signed in the near future, whereas the Y:ono-
rary will be paid by the ZKM will at the beginning of 1997 .

on the basis of this purchase we would like to show the in-
stallation at an exhibition at the Guggenheim Museum in So-
hc, New York starting either at the end of May or at the
beginning of June . An the basis of the intended purchase we
would be allowed to present the installation In courtesy of
the ZY,1`: Karlsruhe, Museum of Con=emporary Aria .

We agree upon the condition that no costs shall result from
the exhibition in New York for Mrs . Vasulka . 7herefore,
either the Z -XM or the Guggenheim Museum is going to pay for
the copy of the laserdisc which will amount to anproxir.ate-
ly 1 .000 Us Dollars .

Considering the short time before the opening of this exhi-
bition in New York, we would need certain information and
material immediately, in order to include the installation
in the catalogue . Here is a list of issues which Mrs . Va-
sulka told us to send to you :

Center for Arts and
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Telefon, 0721/9340 - 0
Media Technology

	

Postfach 6919

	

Kaiserstrafk 64

	

Telefax 0721/9340 - 10
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Erngfdnger/Adresse .- Woody Vasul;{&

Irstitute'or Vsua+' Media
Zu H~ri~en / Toy

Institute for

Faxr)ummer/ Fax number, 001 - 5(6-- 473 06 14 Music and Acoustic :;

Media Library
Abaender / Sender Ursu la Fx ohne

Media Museum

Se tanzaH gesamt / Museum for
Total nuit,ber of pages: Contemporary Art
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Seite 2

1 .

	

Could you give us exact dimensions for the installa-
tion to calculate the space we would have to reserve for itin the exhibition?

2 .

	

Could you send us as soon as possible transperancies
of the installation for the catalogue?

3 .

	

Would you agree that we reprint the text which was
published in the catalogue of the current catalogue of the
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art in our catalogue or wo-
uld you suggest a different text or an author who might be
able to produce a text within the next 4 days?

4 .

	

Would you allow us to extract parts of the biography
from the catalogue of the San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art for our publication?

S .

	

Which shipping arrangements should we make? Should
thereg_strar of the Guggenheim Muse= contact the San Fran-
cisco Museum, of Modern Art directly, so that the installa-
tion could be send to New York after it has been taken down
at the current exhibition in San Francisco .

6 .

	

Who would be the person to install the piece in New
York and how many assistants will be necessary?

I am sorry that we are confronting you with these issues so
suddenly, but we hope that you will understand that the
tight time frame of the preliminaries for t_ne exhibition
and parricularaly the catalogue puts us under extreme pres-
sure, we would therefore appreciate, if you could give us
the information and the material, particularaly for the ca-
talogue as soon as possible .

?lease, -et [r.e know, if you need any further information .
We are very proud to have the chance o£ presenting "Sorua-
lis° on the occasion of the ZKM-exhibition at the Guggen-
he-- Museum in New York .

attn,isTdt3H I4uZ
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ZKM j Zentrum fur Kunst and Medientech nologis Karlsruhe

seite

Looking forward to hear from You soon and
with best regards from Professor Klotz .

Sincerely Yours

Ursula Frohne
(Curator)

atI11,18T .181I
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ZKM Zentrum fur Kunst and Medientechnologie Karlsruhe

near Mrs, IlasuIka :

Ie are very happy that you agreed to give your installa-ion
' Sorea=is" to the ZKI! i;Museurn of Contemporary Ar-} for an.
exhi-ition at the Guggenheim museum
we par~icularly appreciate that you
ticns of a pa~'ment for the purchase
ping of 1397 - a delay which is due

= have informed our director ot administration aaout :his
-after and :.e has confirmed that e3 written contract will be
se-~J to you after March 19th . In the meantirr.e I have -a>. d
a letter to 'R-Ldy Vasulka concerning the preliminaries for
ta -ie exhib_tioY: .n New York . Enclosed you will :ind a copy

thin le`_°en. . It is impo+tint for us that we can include
}'UL:r ?nEtallaL:cn in the exhibition at the Guggenheim
auseum under t:^,e courtesy of the ZKM . I hope that you can
aal- ee to the fact that the installation will be mentioned
_n tt.e catalogue as par .`_ of tie ZKX-collection., before all

J`_ ~he oontract have beets certi=. led .

i,s ; on as we have tie exact date for the opening _ will
:.et ycu kn,_w .

a ;a :,% for kind cooperation and best regards Lrom

12 . N:arz "-996
U!- su :! a rrohne

in Soho, New York and
can accept the oondi-
not Aefore the begin-
[t our limi :eci budget .

Can"'er for Arts and

	

Postal Address-

	

Location .

	

Teiefo'i : 0721/9340 , 0
Media Tecnmology

	

Postfach 6919

	

Kaiserstrarbe 64

	

Talefax: C721/9340- 19
Karlsruhe

	

D-76(49 Ka-Isruhe

	

0-76133 Karlsruhe
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EmpNnger/Adresse! Stein.,

Zu Handed/To; Steina Vasulka
Institute for Visual Media

Inst-tute for
Faxn .rrmer/ Fax number, 00-31-20 626 42 62 Music and Acoustics

Veda Library
Abserder/Sender

Media Museurn
Serenlohl gesemt / Museum fogTotal dumber of pages, Contemporary Art



Gallery Place
Eighth and G Streets, N.W
Washington, D.C.

	

April 6, 1993

Dear Woody,

Sincerely,

Mailing Address :
National Museum ofAmerican Art
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C.20560
Fax : (202) 786-2607

(202) 633-9027

Mr . Woody Vassulka
Rte . 6 Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501

enc . 5:1/2
6 :4
pub brochure

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF

AMERICAN ART
Smithsonian Institution

Enclosed are a couple of samples of the journal I edit . As you
can see, along with the academic writing, we are interested in a
number of different types of presentation . As I said, perhaps there
is a discrete portion of your book - or something else - that would
make sense to consider .

Feel free to use my name with Roger Conover. I am also
enclosing a recent write-up about him for your information .

Say hello to Meridel if you see her . I look forward to hearing
from you . (And not to be too pushy, but we are actually trying to
make a final decision about the ''artist pages'' - which can include
text - in the upcoming issue of AMERICAN ART, so if you see a
possibility, let me know at your earliest convenience .)

Steve Dietz
Chief of Publications
202 357-4647
202 633-9027 fax
MAAPBOOIPSIVM.SI .EDU Internet


